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What a difference a few weeks make.
Contributed by FINesse
Friday, 05 September 2008

So , maybe about a month ago as we flipped thru our schedules & adding W's or L's next to each game to get some kind
of prediction on how the Dolphins would do this year , at the very beginning we saw a game that only mattered to us as it
was against the stinkin Jets. We thought - there is a game we might be able to win as it was the home opener &
emotions would be high & the Jets would be bringing their new 120 million dollar apyroll but would either have a
unproven second year starter at QB or the guy we loved to call "Noodle arm". Also it would be a game between a 1 win
team & a 4 win team from last season , surley a game that the rest of the country's only attention to it would be to read
the final score on the ticker & then probably laugh.
But in just a few short weeks this ho hum game has taken on a life & a story line all its own.
Who would of thought that the Jets would come in here with Brett Favre as their starting QB & that the Dolphins hopes
would be on that guy we called noodle arm. Now the game goes National with Phil Simms & Jim Nance doing the
coverage.
But this is the NFL & as once pointed out that it could stand for Not For Long. Just as the prospects of watching a boring
game between 2 bad teams did not last very long , hopefully the recent Dolphin woes of past seasons wont last for long
either.
Its finally here guys, football that counts. Sundays at Hooters with Wings & Drafts ... is there anything better?? Enjoy it!!!
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